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DESY 09-148Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei andantiproton reent measurementsGiuseppe Di Bernardo1;2, Carmelo Evoli3, Daniele Gaggero1;2,Dario Grasso2, Lua Maione41Dipartimento di Fisia \E. Fermi", Universit�a di Pisa, Largo B. Ponteorvo, 3,I-56127 Pisa2INFN, Sezione di Pisa, Largo B. Ponteorvo, 3, I-56127 Pisa3SISSA, via Beirut, 2-4, I-34014 Trieste4DESY, Theory Group, Notkestrasse 85, D-22607 Hamburg, GermanyE-mail: giuseppe.dibernardo�pi.infn.it, evoli�sissa.it,daniele.gaggero�pi.infn.it, dario.grasso�pi.infn.it,lua.maione�desy.deAbstrat. We use our numerial ode, DRAGON, to study the impliations and theimpat of reent CREAM and PAMELA data on our knowledge of the propagationproperties of osmi ray nulei with energy & 1 GeV=n in the Galaxy. We will showthat B/C (as well as N/O and C/O) and �p=p data (espeially inluding reent PAMELAresults) an onsistently be mathed within a unique di�usion-reaeleration model.The requirement that light nulei and �p data are both reprodued within experimentalunertainties plaes stringent limits on suitable propagation parameters. In partiular,we �nd the allowed range of the di�usion oeÆient spetral index to be 0:38 < Æ < 0:57at 95% on�dene level and that Kraihnan type di�usion is signi�antly favoredrespet to Kolmogorov. While some amount of reaeleration is required to aount forlow energy data, only a limited range of values of the Alfv�en veloity (vA ' 15 km s�1)is allowed. Furthermore, we do not need to introdue any ad ho break in the injetionspetrum of primary osmi rays.If antiproton data are not used to onstrain the propagation parameters, a largerset of models is allowed. In this ase, we determine whih ombinations of the relevantparameters maximize and minimize the antiproton ux under the ondition of still�tting light nulei data at 95% C.L. These models may then be used to onstraina possible extra antiproton omponent arising from astrophysial or exoti soures(e.g. dark matter annihilation or deay).1. IntrodutionThe problems of origin and propagation of Cosmi Rays (CRs) in the Galaxy are longstanding questions whih need the ombination of several di�erent observations in awide energy range to be answered.The most realisti desription of CR propagation is given by di�usion models. Twomain approahes have been developed so far: analytial (or semi-analytial) di�usion
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Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 2models (see e.g. [1℄ and ref.s therein), whih solve the CR transport equation by assumingsimpli�ed distributions for the soures and the interstellar gas, and fully numerialdi�usion models. Well known realizations of these two approahes are respetively thetwo-zone model (see e.g. [2, 3, 4℄) and the GALPROP pakage [5, 6, 7℄. Reently, someof us developed a new numerial ode, DRAGON (Di�usion of osmi RAys in GalaxymodelizatiON) [8℄. All these models involve in general a large number of parameterswhih need to be �xed using several types of experimental data. Their knowledge isruial not only for CR physis but also for onstraining or determining the propertiesof an exoti galati omponent from indiret measurements.However, in spite of the strong e�orts made on both observational and theoretialsides, most of these parameters are still poorly known. One of the reasons lies in thefat that best quality data on CR spetra (e.g. the ratios of seondary to primarynulear speies) were available mainly at low energy (E . 10 GeV=n), where severalompeting physial proesses (e.g. solar modulation, onvetion, reaeleration) areexpeted to a�et signi�antly the CR spetra by an a priori undetermined relativeamount. Furthermore, the unertainties on the spallation ross setions and their e�etson the propagated CR omposition are still sizable at suh low energies.On the other hand, the interpretation of high energy (E & 10 GeV=n) CR data is,in priniple, easier sine in this range only spatial di�usion and spallation losses (thelatter beoming less and less relevant with inreasing energy) are expeted to shapethe CR spetra. Hene, the study of high energy CR spetra allows in priniple toonstrain the di�usion properties of CR in the Galaxy, in partiular the strength D0of the di�usion oeÆient at a referene rigidity and its energy slope Æ, and o�ers alever arm to better understand low energy e�ets (see [9℄ for an interesting disussionabout this issue). This possibility has been preluded for long time by the sarity ofobservational data. The experimental situation however improved reently when theCREAM balloon experiment measured the spetrum of light CR nulei and espeiallythe boron to arbon ratio (B/C) up to � 1 TeV=n [10℄.Besides CR nulear measurements, valuable omplementary data were reentlyprovided by the PAMELA satellite experiment whih measured the antiproton to protonratio up to � 100 GeV with unpreedented auray [11℄. As for other seondary nulearspeies, antiprotons are expeted to be produed by the spallation of primary CRs(mainly protons and Helium nulei) in the standard senario. Therefore, their spetrummay provide an independent hek of the validity of CR propagation models and avaluable probe of an extra omponent whih may arise, for example, from seondaryprodution in the CR astrophysial soures [12, 13℄ and/or from dark matter annihilationor deay (see e.g. [14, 15, 16, 17℄).Whether the measured seondary/primary nulear ratios and antiproton spetraare ompatible within the framework of a standard CR transport model is still unlear.Indeed, while a disrepany between the parameters allowing to reprodue the B/C andthe �p=p was laimed in [18℄, a good onordane was found in other analyses [14, 19℄.Furthermore, the interpretation of nulear data alone is still onfused: analyses based



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 3on the leaky-box and semi-analytial di�usion models favor values of Æ signi�antlylarger than the ones found with the numerial GALPROP pakage. The omparison ofsuh results is not straightforward due to a number of di�erent assumptions. Hene, anindependent analysis aounting for most reent available data is timely.In this work we use DRAGON [8℄ to onstrain the main di�usion parametersagainst updated experimental data in the energy range 1 . E . 103 GeV=n. Thisode reprodues the results of the well known GALPROP under the same onditions.Furthermore, it allows to test the e�ets of a spatially varying di�usion oeÆient.Here we use the optimized and updated version of this ode, whih now aountsfor ionization and Coulomb energy losses, di�usive reaeleration and onvetion, andexploits the performanes of modern omputer lusters to san a rather large rangeof parameters. These upgrades allow to onstrain the main propagation parametersinluding the Alfv�en veloity vA with unpreedented auray by means of a statistialanalysis of the agreement between model preditions and CR data.In the following we will present the results of this analysis. In Se. 2 we brieyreview the framework of CR propagation we adopt. In Se. 3 we desribe our analysisand the main results we obtain, while in Se.s 4 and 5 we ompare them with resultsfrom other groups and disuss di�erenes and impliations for exoti soure searhes.Setion 5 is further devoted to our �nal remarks and onlusions.2. The modelGalati CRs propagate di�usively in the irregular omponent of the Galati magneti�eld undergoing nulear interations with the gas present in the InterStellar Medium(ISM). Similarly to previous treatments, we assume here that CR Galati soure,magneti �eld and gas distributions an be approximated to be ylindrially symmetri.Under these onditions CR propagation of stable nulei in the energy range 1 �1000 GeV=n obeys the well known transport equation (Ginzburg and Syrovatskii [20℄)�N i�t � r � (Dr� v)N i + ��p � _p� p3r � v�N i � ��pp2Dpp ��p N ip2 == Qi(p; r; z) +Xj>i �ngas(r; z)�jiN j � �ngas�in(Ek)N i : (1)Here N i(p; r; z) is the number density of the i-th atomi speies; p is its momentum; � itsveloity in units of the speed of light ; �in is the total inelasti ross setion onto the ISMgas, whose density is ngas; �ij is the prodution ross-setion of a nulear speies j by thefragmentation of the i-th one; D is the spatial di�usion oeÆient; v is the onvetionveloity. The last term on the l.h.s. of Eq. (1) desribes di�usive reaeleration of CR inthe turbulent galati magneti �eld. In the quasi-liner theory the di�usion oeÆientin momentum spae Dpp is related to the spatial di�usion oeÆient by the relationship(see e.g. [1℄) Dpp = 43Æ(4� Æ2)(4� Æ)v2A p2=D where vA is the Alfv�en veloity. Here weassume that di�usive reaeleration takes plae in the entire di�usive halo.



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 4Although DRAGON allows to aount also for CR onvetion, we neglet thise�et in the present analysis showing a posteriori that it is not neessary to onsistentlydesribe all the available data above 1 GeV=n (see Se. 4). Hene in the following wewill set v � 0.DRAGON [8℄ solves Eq. (1) numerially in the stationary limit �Ni=�t = 0by imposing the following boundary onditions: N(p; Rmax; z) = N(p; r; zmin) =N(p; r; zmax) = 0, orresponding to free esape of CRs at the outer limit of the Galaxy;a symmetry ondition on the axis r = 0, N(p; 0 + �; z) = N(p; 0 � �; z) (� � 1), dueto the assumed ylindrially symmetri setup; a null ux ondition �N=�p = 0 onthe momentum boundaries. The spatial limits of our simulation box are de�ned byRmax = 20 kp and zmax = �zmin. We start the spallation routine from Z = 16, havingveri�ed that the e�et of heavier nulei on the results of the present analysis is negligible.We briey reall below the main assumptions we make for the terms appearing inEq. (1).2.1. Spatial di�usion oeÆientThe dependene of D on the partile rigidity � and on the distane from the Galatiplane z is taken to beD(�; r; z) = D0 � � ��0�Æ exp fjzj=ztg : (2)As shown in [8℄, a vertially growing D is physially more realisti than a uniform oneand allows to get a more regular behavior of the CR density at the vertial boundariesof the propagation halo with respet to the ase of uniform di�usion. For what onernsthe analysis disussed in this paper, however, the substitution of suh a pro�le witha vertially uniform D only amounts to a hange of the normalization fator D0. Weneglet here a possible dependene on the radial oordinate r, whih was onsidered alsoin [8℄. We always set zmax = 2 � zt in Eq. (2) to avoid border e�ets, and �0 = 3 GVin the following. Finally, we assume no break in the power-law dependene of D onrigidity.2.2. Cosmi ray souresFor the soure term we assume the general formQi(Ek; r; z) = fS(r; z) qi0 ��(Ek)�0 ���i ; (3)and impose the normalization ondition fS(r�; z�) = 1. We assume fS(r; z) to trae theSNR distribution as modeled in [21℄ on the basis of pulsar and progenitor star surveys[22℄. This is slightly di�erent from the radial distributions adopted in [23℄ and in [2, 4℄whih are based on pulsar surveys only. Two-zone models assume a step like dependeneof fS(r; z) as funtion of z, being 1 in the Galati disk (jzj < zd) and 0 outside. For eahvalue of Æ in Eq. (2) we �x �i by requiring that at very high energy (Ek � 100 GeV/n)



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 5the equality �i + Æ = i holds, as expeted in a plain di�usion regime. Indeed, atsuh high energies reaeleration and spallation proesses are irrelevant. Here we adoptthe same spetral index (i = , hene �i = �) for all nulei as indiated by reentexperimental results [24, 25, 26℄.The low energy behavior of Q is quite unertain and several di�erent dependeniesof Q on the veloity � have been onsidered (see e.g. [2℄). In the energy range exploredin this work, however, di�erent hoies of suh behavior have negligible e�ets. Thisstrengthens further the importane of relying on high energy data to redue systematiunertainties.The injetion abundanes qi0 are tuned so that the propagated, and modulated,spetra of primary speies �t the observed ones. A detailed analysis, aounting fordata over the entire rigidity range onsidered here, will be performed to �x the C,N and O relative soure ratios (see below) as these quantities mostly a�et the B/C.Rather, the normalization of the soure spetra of Oxygen and heavier nulides is tunedto reprodue the observed spetra in CRs at E � 100 GeV/n. We veri�ed a posteriorithat the observed Oxygen spetrum (see below), as well as the subFe/Fe ratios, arereasonably reprodued by our best-�t model.For the loal interstellar spetrum (LIS) of primary protons we adopt Jp =1:6 � 104 (Ek=1 GeV)�2:73 (m2 s sr GeV)�1 as measured by BESS during the 1998ight [27℄. This spetrum also provides an exellent �t to AMS-01 [28℄ data and, as wewill show below, also to preliminary PAMELA proton spetrum data [29℄.What is most important here, however, is that we assume no spetral breaks in thesoure spetrum of all nulear speies. As we will disuss in Se. 4 this point is ruialto understand the di�erene between our results and those of some previous works.2.3. Nulear ross setionsThe spallation ross setions and the spallation network are based on a ompilationof experimental data and semi-empirial energy dependent interpolation formulas asprovided e.g. in [30, 31, 32℄ (see also GALPROP, [7℄ and referenes therein).For antiprotons, the main proesses responsible for their prodution are p � pgas,p�Hegas, He� pgas and He�Hegas reations, plus a negligible ontribution from othernulei. Similarly to [18, 19℄ we adopt the �p prodution ross-setion alulated using theparametrization given in Tan & Ng [33℄. Inelasti sattering, annihilation and tertiary�p (antiprotons whih have been inelastially sattered) are treated as in [18℄.2.4. Target gasThe ISM gas is omposed mainly by moleular, atomi and ionized hydrogen(respetively, H2, HI and HII). Here we adopt the same distributions as in [5, 8℄. Weheked that other possible hoies do not a�et signi�antly our �nal results.Following [34℄ we take the He/H numerial fration in the ISM to be 0.11. Weneglet heavier nulear speies.



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 62.5. Solar modulationWe desribe the e�et of solar modulation on CR spetra by exploiting the widely usedfore-free approximation [35℄, presribing that the modulated spetrum J(Ek; Z; A) of aCR speies is given, with respet to the Loal Interstellar Spetrum (LIS) JLIS(Ek; Z; A),by J(Ek; Z; A) = (Ek +m)2 �m2�Ek +m+ ZeA ��2 �m2 JLIS(Ek + ZeA �; Z; A) ; (4)where m is the nuleon mass and � is the so alled modulation potential. This potentialis known to hange with the solar ativity with a period of 11 years and to hangepolarity with a period twie longer. It must be stressed that the potential � is not amodel independent quantity. Rather, for eah propagation model it should be obtainedby �tting the CR spetra at low energy. The possibility of restriting our analysis toEk > 1 GeV=n will redue the systemati unertainties assoiated to this unknown.Above 1 GeV=n the e�ets of modulation on the seondary/primary CR ratios used inour analysis are tiny and an safely be aounted for by means of the simple fore freeapproximation.For protons and antiprotons we use � = 700 MV whih allows to math BESS98[27℄, AMS-01[28℄ and PAMELA [29℄ proton data even well below 1 GeV/n (see Fig. 5(e)).Indeed all these experiments took their data in a period with almost the same, almostminimal, solar ativity. For seondary/primary light nulei ratios we use � = 650 MVwhih allows us to best reprodue Oxygen taken by ACE/CRIS [36℄ data taken alsonear solar minimum. We veri�ed that hanging � within a reasonable interval do nota�et signi�antly the �nal results of our analysis.3. Analysis and resultsOur goal is to onstrain the main propagation parameters Æ, D0, zt and vA enteringEq. (2). To this aim, we ompare to experimental data our predition for the followingphysial quantities: the B/C, N/O, C/O ratios for 1 < Ek < 103 GeV=n and the �p=pratio for 1 < Ek < 102 GeV=n. We will hek a posteriori that also the Oxygen, protonand antiproton absolute spetra are orretly reprodued by our preferred models.As long as the propagation halo sale height is allowed to vary within the range2 . zt . 6 kp (whih is what we assume here), D0 and zt are pratially degenerate sothat our results depend only on the ratio D0=zt. Throughout this paper we will alwaysexpress this quantity in units of 1028 m2 s�1 kp�1. We veri�ed a posteriori that for thisrange of zt values, the predited 10Be/9Be ratio, whih onstrains the CR propagationtime hene the vertial sale height of the propagation region [1℄ when ombined withseondary/primary stable nulei data, is onsistent with experimental data.



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 73.1. Light nulei ratios3.1.1. Method We already showed [8℄ that in order to onstrain orretly thepropagation parameters on the basis of B/C measurements it is essential to take intoproper aount that the primary parent speies of Boron are also a�eted by propagation.This holds not only for the Nitrogen (N = 14N + 15N), whih gets a signi�ant seondaryontribution, but also for Carbon and Oxygen, sine for Ek < 100 GeV=n their spetraare shaped by spallation losses in a propagation dependent way. Therefore, we performour likelihood analysis in three steps:(i) for �xed values of the propagation parameters vA, Æ, and D0=zt we vary the C/Oand N/O soure ratios to ompute the �2z (whih we all �2C;N;O) of the propagated,and modulated, C/O and N/O ratios against experimental data in the energy range1 < Ek < 103 GeV=n;(ii) for the same �xed value of vA, we �nely sample the parameter spae (Æ, D0=zt) byusing, for eah ouple of these parameters, the C/O and N/O soure ratios whihminimize �2C;N;O; for eah of these realizations we ompute the �2 (whih we all�2B=C) for the B/C modulated ratio against data in several energy ranges;(iii) we repeat the same analysis for several values of vA to probe the e�et of di�usivereaeleration. For eah value of vA we then determine the allowed ranges of Æ andD0=zt for several Con�dene Levels (CL).In [8℄ only items (i) and (ii) were performed, for vA = 0 and without aounting forCREAM data, not yet publi at that time.Here, besides CREAM's, we use experimental data provided by the HEAO-3 [38℄and CRN [40℄ satellite-based experiments. HEAO-3 B/C data are niely on�rmed froma reent preliminary analysis of AMS-01 data [39℄ whih, however, we do not use in ourwork.The wide energy range overed by these data allows us to perform our analysisusing three di�erent energy intervals de�ned by Emin = 1; 5 and 10 GeV=n respetivelyand by the same Emax = 1 TeV=n. This proedure allows us to better probe the e�etsof reaeleration and to test the possible relevane of other unknown low energy physis.3.1.2. Results In Tab. 1 we report the best-�t model parameters, and the relativeminimal �2B=C's, as determined for several values of vA and Emin. Con�dene regions inthe plane (D0=zt; Æ) are shown in Fig. 1 for several values of vA and Emin = 1 GeV=n.First of all we notie that in the highest energy range (Emin = 10 GeV=n) the best-�tmodel values of Æ and D0=zt are weakly dependent on the Alfv�en veloity. In partiular,the best �t values of Æ utuates within the very narrow range 0:41� 0:46 varying vA inthe range 0�30 km=s. This agrees with the ommon wisdom that reaeleration is almostine�etive at suh high energies. Therefore, the analysis performed for Emin = 10 GeV=nz Every time we refer to a �2, we mean the �2 divided by the number of degrees of freedom, i.e. theso alled redued �2.



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 8Table 1. Best �t parameter resulting from omparing our model predition with B/Cexperimental data (B/C analysis) and with B/C and �p=p experimental data (ombinedstatistial analysis), as desribed in text.B/C analysis joint analysisvA [km=s℄ Emin [GeV=n℄ Æ D0=zt �2 Æ D0=zt �20 1 0.57 0.60 0.38 0.49 0.79 1.635 0.49 0.68 0.38 0.49 0.96 0.8510 0.46 0.73 0.19 0.55 0.90 1.6310 1 0.52 0.68 0.32 0.49 0.79 0.875 0.46 0.73 0.40 0.52 0.90 1.9210 0.44 0.79 0.19 0.60 0.79 3.4615 1 0.46 0.76 0.33 0.49 0.79 0.875 0.44 0.79 0.36 0.52 0.90 1.9210 0.44 0.82 0.20 0.60 0.79 3.4620 1 0.41 0.90 0.47 0.41 1.01 1.925 0.46 0.79 0.29 0.49 0.98 1.0910 0.41 0.87 0.21 0.52 0.98 1.9130 1 0.33 1.20 0.40 0.41 1.01 1.925 0.38 1.04 0.19 0.49 0.98 1.0910 0.41 0.95 0.16 0.52 0.98 1.91best probes indeed the atual physial values of Æ and D0=zt. On the other hand,when also lower energy data are taken into aount, reaeleration plays a relevantrole, as demonstrated by the strong dependene of these parameters on vA for the aseEmin = 1 GeV=n. In that ase, the minimal �2's orrespond to vA = 10; 15 km=s.The latter value has to be preferred beause of the lower �2 at intermediate energies(Emin = 5 GeV=n) and beause the best-�t values of Æ and D0=zt are almost independenton Emin, as expeted if all relevant physis were taken into aount.Our preferred set of parameters is therefore vA = 15 km=s and (Æ;D0=zt) =(0:45; 0:8) (due to the large errors involved in this analysis, the small variations ofthe best values with Emin are irrelevant and the last digits of their value have beenapproximated).We show in Fig. 2(a) to 2() that for this hoie of the parameters the B/C and N/Oand C/O data are all niely reprodued. In the same �gures we also show the e�et ofvarying vA by keeping �xed Æ and D0=zt to their best-�t values. Again, the best mathwith data is ahieved with vA = 15 km=s. It should be noted that C/O CREAM datapoints di�er signi�antly from those of the other experiments for Ek > 10 GeV=n. Dueto their large statistial errors, however, these data have almost no e�ets on the resultsof our analysis. The best �t value of the N/O soure abundane is 6% whih is in goodagreement with previous results based on low energy data [37℄. As a onsisteny hek,in Fig. 2(d) we show that the absolute Oxygen spetrum omputed with our preferred



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 9

Figure 1. The 68%, 95% and 99% on�dene level regions of DRAGON models,omputed for Emin = 1 GeV=n are represented in the plane (D0=zt; Æ). For the 68%on�dene level the orresponding value of the �2 is also shown. The red rossesshow the best-�t position. Eah row orresponds to di�erent values of the Alfv�enveloity: vA = 10; 15; 20 km=s from top to bottom. Eah olumn orresponds todi�erent analyses: B/C (left panels), �p=p (enter panels) and ombined (right panels).model is also in reasonably good agreement with experimental data.We would like to stress here that although the results obtained in this setion favorvA ' 15 km=s and Æ ' 0:45, other ombinations of parameters, as those shown inTab. 1, have aeptable �2B=C and annot therefore be exluded on the basis of lightnulei seondary/primary data alone. For example, a model with vA = 30 km=s andÆ = 0:33, has a minimal �2B=C = 0:40 and indeed provides an aeptable desription ofthe experimental data (see Se. 4). The CL regions shown in Fig. 1 provide a graphialrepresentation of the statistial unertainties on the determination of Æ and D0=zt for



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 10

(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 2. The B/C (panel a), N/O (panel b), and C/O (panel ) ratios andthe Oxygen spetrum (panel d) as obtained with DRAGON for Æ = 0:45 andD0=zt = 0:8 are plotted for several values of vA and ompared with the respetiveexperimental data. Dotted, short-dashed, solid, dot-dashed, long-dashed orrespondto vA = 0; 10; 15; 20; 30 km=s respetively. A modulation potential � = 650 MV hasbeen adopted, as it allows to best reprodue low energy Oxygen data.eah onsidered value of vA.In the next setion we will show how the �p=p and absolute proton spetrameasurements o�er a powerful tool to further onstrain allowed propagation models.3.2. Antiprotons3.2.1. Method The statistial analysis for the �p=p ratio is rather simpler than the onefor B/C. Indeed, the seondary �p prodution depends, besides on D0=zt, Æ and vA, onlyon the soure abundane ratio He/p. This last unknown quantity an be easily �xedby looking at the measured spetrum of He at Earth, whih is relatively well known.Therefore, we do not need to �t the soure abundane ratio here and an diretly proeedto map the �2�p=p in the (D0=zt; Æ) spae, for several vA, similarly to what desribed initems (ii) and (iii) of the previous subsetion.



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 11

(a) (b)

()Figure 3. The antiproton to proton ratio (panel a), the antiproton spetrum (panelb) and the proton spetrum (panel ) as obtained with DRAGON for Æ = 0:44 andD0=zt = 0:8 are plotted for several values of vA and ompared with experimentaldata. The dotted, short dashed, solid, dot-dashed and long dashed urves orrespondto vA = 0; 10; 15; 20; 30 km=s respetively. The fore-free �eld potential � = 700 MVis adopted to modulate our theoretial model spetra, as it gives the best math toproton data.3.2.2. Results In the seond olumn of Fig. 1 we show the statistially allowed regionsin the plane (D0=zt; Æ) for several values of vA and ompare them with the orrespondingregions determined from the light nulei analysis (�rst olumn in the same �gure).Notieably, the results of the �p=p analysis depend strongly on the value of vA. If nobreak in the proton soure spetrum is introdued, large values of vA are disfavored, withvA � 20 km=s being exluded at 99 % CL. We will show that this e�et is mainly drivenby the strong dependene of the proton spetrum on reaeleration at low energies.The parameter regions onstrained by the B/C and �p=p data for vA = 15 km=soverlap quite niely. Indeed, the preferred model found on the basis of the light nuleianalysis provides also an exellent �t of �p=p data, updated with the last PAMELArelease (see Fig. 3(a)). Suh a onordane is one of the main results of this work. Aswe did in Fig. 2(a) for the B/C, in Fig. 3(a) we show the e�et of varying vA on the �p=pratio, with Æ and D0=zt being �xed.



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 12It is also useful to ompare DRAGON preditions with the antiproton absolute uxmeasurements. Again, we see from Fig. 3(b) as our light nulei preferred model providesan exellent �t of available data. It is notieable, however, that for �xed Æ and D0=ztthe antiproton absolute ux is almost independent of vA, meaning that the e�et ofreaeleration on the �p=p is driven by that on protons, as evident in Fig. 3().Dealing with the �p=p data in our likelihood analysis, we need to verify that theobserved proton spetrum is also orretly reprodued by our preferred model. InFig. 3() we show this to be the ase even down to energies . 1 GeV. We notiethat large values of vA do not reprodue the proton spetrum. We use here the fore-free �eld modulation potential � = 700 MV, whih is not too far from what was donein previous analyses (see e.g. [6℄). This hoie best mathes BESS98 [27℄ and AMS-01[28℄ proton data and notieably also PAMELA proton preliminary data [29℄.3.3. Combined analysis and onstraints on the propagation parametersA ombined analysis of light seondary/primary nulei and antiproton/proton data anbe performed under the working hypothesis that CR antiprotons are only of seondaryorigin.We de�ne the ombined redued �2 as �2omb = 12 ��2BC + �2ap=p�. The CL regionsfor several values of vA are reported in the third olumn of Fig. 1 and the orrespondingbest-�t parameters in Tab. 1. As we antiipated in the previous subsetion, large valuesof vA were already exluded by the �p=p data alone. Here we see that even for the allowedvalues of vA, the parameter region onstrained by the light nulei analysis narrowssigni�antly when �p=p is taken into aount.Indeed, among the values onsidered in our analysis only vA = 15 km=s is allowed at2�. For this value of vA the 95% CL allowed ranges of the other propagation parametersare 0:38 < Æ < 0:57 and 0:63 < D0=zt < 0:73 with best-�t at (Æ;D0=zt) = (0:47; 0:76),pratially oiniding with the result of the light nulei analysis alone.It should be mentioned that our analysis aounts only for statistial experimentalerrors as the e�et of systemati errors in di�erent data sets an hardly be reliablyestimated. It worth notiing that the unertainties on same of the partile physis(spallation ross setions) and astrophysial parameters may also slightly weaken ouronstraints on the propagation models.3.4. Maximal and minimal antiproton spetraThe previous results learly favor a standard interpretation of the measured antiprotonspetrum in terms of purely seondary prodution from CR nulei. It is stillpossible, however, that a subdominant antiproton omponent arises from unonventionalproesses. In order to onstrain suh \exoti" omponent(s) with experimental data,one has to ompare these data with the preditions of the theoretial models validatedagainst CR nulei data alone.
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Figure 4. The �p absolute spetrum is shown for vA = 0; 10; 20 (from the left to theright panels respetively). The upper and lower urves orrespond to the MAX andMIN models de�ned as in Se. 3.4 respetively.For this purpose we de�ne, for eah value of vA onsidered in the above, a pairof MAX and MIN models whih maximize and minimize respetively the antiprotonabsolute ux integrated in the range 1� 100 GeV under the ondition to be ompatiblewith seondary/primary light nulei data down to 1 GeV=n within 95% CL.In Fig. 4 we show the allowed ranges of the antiproton absolute spetrum forseveral values of vA. Among the models onsidered here the absolute MAX andMIN models are those de�ned by the parameters (Æ;D0=zt; vA) = (0:63; 0:57; 10) and(0:30; 1:28; 30) respetively. Therefore, we onlude that, under the hypotheses adoptedin this work, �p onstraints on an exoti omponent should not use, as propagationmodels, any model whose �p bakground predition is lower than our MIN (or largerthan our MAX) model, as it would be in ontrast with B/C data at 95% CL. Hene,the most onservative onstraint, under our hypotheses, arises from the request that thesum of the bakground �p predited by the MIN model plus the exoti �p omponent donot exeed the experimental data, within some CL.4. Disussion and omparison with previous resultsAs we mentioned above, our numerial di�usion ode DRAGON reprodues the sameresults of GALPROP under the same physial onditions. Our analysis and mainonlusions, however, di�er signi�antly from those reported in several papers basedon that ode.In order to larify the reasons of suh a disrepany, in Fig. 5(a) and 5() weompare the preditions of our preferred model (Æ;D0=zt; vA) = (0:45; 0:8; 15) with thoseof two models adopting the same propagation parameters (and soure distribution) asthe \onventional GALPROP model" disussed in [6℄, namely (Æ;D0(4 GV)=zt; vA) =(0:33; 1:45; 30)x. These last models, represented by the solid/dashed red lines, di�er forx GALPROP uses a spatially uniform di�usion oeÆient, hene zt = zmax = 4 kp in this ase. Aswe already notied, for the purposes of the present analysis adopting a vertially uniform or varyingdi�usion oeÆient only amounts to a resaling of D0=zt. We veri�ed that this does not a�et any



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 14the presene/absene of a break at �break = 9 GV in the CR nulei soure spetra. Suhspetral feature was adopted in [6℄, in order to reprodue low energy data. Indeed we seefrom Fig. 5(e) that if no break is assumed, the proton spetrum and, as a onsequene,also the �p=p ratio omputed with the onventional GALPROP model parameters are inontrast with low energy data.While below 1 GeV=n the \onventional GALPROP model" provides a betterdesription of the observed B/C, above this referene energy, hene from 1 to 103 GeV=n,all data sets are best desribed by our model, with no need of invoking a (hardlyjusti�able) break in the injetion spetrum at 9 GV. CREAM B/C data favor a valueof Æ larger than 0:33, whih also allows a muh better �t of N/O HEAO-3 [38℄ dataif no break is assumed (see Fig. 5(b)). However, while light nulei data alone do notallow further disriminations between models, what most favor our preferred model areBESS [27℄, CAPRICE [41℄ and espeially the preliminary PAMELA measurements ofthe antiproton absolute spetrum [29℄. Indeed, the disrepany between low energyantiproton data and the predition of the \onventional GALPROP model", whih wasalready noted in [6℄, beomes more ompelling due to the new PAMELA data, as shownin Fig. 5(d). Furthermore, the soure spetral break does not a�et the absolute �pspetrum and therefore does not help ameliorate that disrepany.As we disussed in the introdution, the B/C exess in the predition of ourpreferred model below 1 GeV=n an be due to a number of reasons. For example,it was shown that the dissipation of magneto-hydrodynamis waves in the ISM due totheir resonant interation with CRs may favor the esape of low energy primary speiesso to explain the observed peak at � 1 GeV=n [42℄. Interestingly, the preferred value ofÆ found with GALPROP in that ase is 0.5 whih almost agrees with the result of ouranalysis (although a break in the injetion index was still invoked in that work).The omparison of our results with those of semi-analytial models is more diÆultfor obvious reasons. One of the diÆulties lies in the simpli�ed gas and souredistribution adopted in those models (see Se. 2). We veri�ed, however, that suhdi�erenes only a�et the onstraints toD0=zt with almost no e�et on the determinationof Æ. We also need to take into aount that semi-analytial models (see e.g. [2, 3℄) oftenassume that di�usive reaeleration takes plae only in the thin Galati disk, while inthe numerial models, as the one presented here, it takes plae in the entire di�usionhalo. Therefore, in order to ompare the value of the Alfv�en veloity estimated in thoseworks with ours it is neessary to perform a proper resaling. This is approximativelygiven by (see e.g. Eq. (18) in [4℄) vA = vSAA pzd=zt, with vSAA being the Alfv�en veloityin the semi-analytial models and zt the half sale height of the Galati disk.In spite of these di�erenes, and that CREAM and PAMELA data were not inludedin those analyses for hronologial reasons, it is omforting that for low values of theonvetive veloity v ' 0 the preferred value of Æ estimated in [2, 3℄ is in remarkablygood agreement with that found in this work: Æ ' 0:46. Interestingly, the resaled valueother result of our analysis.
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e)Figure 5. The B/C (panel a), N/O (panel b), �p=p (panel ), �p (panel d) andproton (panel e) spetra omputed with our preferred model (blue solid line), the\onventional" GALPROP referene model (red solid line) and the same model withno break in the CR soure spetrum (red dashed line), are ompared with availableexperimental data. In both ases we use DRAGON to model CR propagation andinterations. Here we use � = 550 MV to modulate the \onventional GALPROPmodel" and � = 700 MV to modulate our model, sine suh potentials allow the best�t of proton AMS01 [28℄, BESS98 [27℄ and PAMELA data [11, 29℄ at low energy forthe two models respetively.
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(a) (b)Figure 6. The B/C ratio (panel a) and �p ux (panel b) are shown for the followinghoie of the propagation parameters: Æ = 0:6, D0=zt = 0:6, vA = 15 and v = 10.of vA determined in [2℄ for v ' 0 is vA ' 10 whih is also in good agreement with ourresults. It is important to notie that, similarly to what we did in our analysis, no breakin the soure spetral index was assumed in [2, 3℄. We remind the reader that in theabove we always assumed v = 0 as higher values of that parameter are not required tointerpret CR nulei and antiproton data for Ek > 1 GeV=n, while the analysis performedin [2, 3℄ aounts also for data down to 0:6 GeV=n. We tested, however, how a non-vanishing onvetive veloity (taken to be uniform in the di�use halo for simpliity)a�ets our results. In agreement with [2, 3℄, we found that for v ' 10 km s�1 HEAO-3light nulei data above 1 GeV=n an be reprodued by models with Æ ' 0:6. In thatase, however, the �t of high energy B/C CREAM data beomes signi�antly worse (seeFig. 6(a)), while PAMELA �p ux data are still niely reprodued (see Fig. 6(b)).Several semi-analytial two-zone models were found to provide a good ombined�t to the B/C and antiproton data (see e.g. [19, 4℄). Unfortunately, among the modelsreported in the literature we did not �nd one with parameters orresponding to our best�t model, so that a diret omparison with our results is not possible here.Respet to the results of our previous analysis reported in [8℄, where the numerialand statistial methods followed here where �rst disussed but whih did not aount forCR reaeleration and for CREAM and PAMELA data, we get here almost onsistentresults in the ase vA = 0.5. ConlusionsWe used reent data on CR light nulei and antiprotons to determine the onditionsof propagation of high energy CRs in the Galaxy, exploiting our numerial ode,DRAGON. In the framework of a di�usion-reaeleration model, we performed athorough analysis of the agreement of our preditions with experimental information,aimed at onstraining, in a statistial sense, the most important model parameters:D0=zt, Æ and vA. The amount and quality of data is enough to allow us to restrit



Uni�ed interpretation of osmi-ray nulei and antiproton reent measurements 17our analysis to energies above 1 GeV=n, and also to hek the evolution of our resultsvarying the minimal energy at whih data are onsidered. This is essential to reduethe unertainties related to possibly unknown low energy physis, inluding solarmodulation, and to disentangle the e�ets of reaeleration from those of di�usion.The most important result of this analysis is that light nulei (espeially B/C)data and antiproton data above 1 GeV=n an be �t into a unique, oherent model ofpropagation, as it an be read o� Fig. 1. Indeed, the on�dene regions of the light nuleiand antiproton independent analyses niely overlap to produe ombined onstraints onD0=zt, Æ and vA. Interestingly, while the onstraint on the di�usion parameters is plaedmainly by light nulei data, proton and antiproton data help onstraining vA, disfavoringlarge values of the Alfv�en veloity (& 20 km=s). In partiular, only vA ' 15 km=sis allowed. For this value of the Alfv�en veloity, the range of the other parameters,allowed at 95% CL, are 0:38 < Æ < 0:57 and 0:63 < D0=zt < 0:73, with best-�t at(Æ;D0=zt) = (0:47; 0:76) (we remind the reader that D0=zt is expressed here in units of1028 m2 s�1 kp�1 and vA in km s�1). We also found that the preferred value of theN/O ratio at injetion is � 6 %. These results, and in partiular the analysis of datawith Emin = 10 GeV=n, seem to favor a Kraihnan spetrum (Æ = 0:5) for the magnetiturbulene in the Galaxy. It worth notiing that a relatively large value of Æ, as thatpreferred by our analysis, would give rise to a too large CR anisotropy if our results areextrapolated to Ek � 1014 eV=n (see e.g. [43℄ and ref.s therein). Our results, therefore,may imply some hange in the CR propagation properties at very high energy and allfor a more omplex piture.Given that anyway nulei data alone are able to provide onstraints on D0=ztand Æ, we use this information to establish a range for the maximal and minimalux of antiprotons expeted from CR interations in the gas and still ompatible withlight nulei observations within 95% CL. This range information an be used as a CRbakground in analyses aimed at onstraining or �nding some exoti signal in antiprotondata.Forthoming data from several running or sheduled experiments, as PAMELA(both for antiprotons and light nulei), CREAM-II [24℄, TRACER [25, 26℄, andespeially AMS-02 [44℄ whih will measure both CR nulei and �p uxes from hundredsMeV/n up to TeV/n, will soon allow tighter onstraints.AknowledgmentsWe are indebted with P. Ullio for invaluable omments and suggestions. We warmlythank P. Piozza for allowing us to extrat preliminary PAMELA proton and antiprotondata from his talk at TeVPA 2009. We thank F. Donato, P. Maestro, G. Sigl andA. W. Strong for reading the draft of this paper and providing useful omments.D. Grasso is supported by the Italian Spae Ageny under the ontrat AMS-02.ASI/AMS-02 n. I/035/07/0. D. Grasso and D. Gaggero aknowledge partial �nanialsupport from UniverseNet EU Network under ontrat n. MRTN-CT-2006-035863
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